Investing in Quality

The University is its people, first and foremost. But our inquisitive students, talented faculty and dedicated staff need superior facilities to realize their full potential. The construction of these three leading-edge facilities will dramatically enhance central campus.

The University of Vermont’s largest-ever capital project will bring a state-of-the-art STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) complex of laboratories, classrooms and research facilities to campus and prepare our students for careers in rewarding, high-growth fields.

The STEM complex will be built in phases. The Discovery Building (teaching and research labs) will open in May 2017; the Innovation Building (classrooms and offices) will open in May 2019; and the Votey Building will be renovated in phases throughout the life of the project.

STATE-OF-THE-ART STEM COMPLEX 1 TO PREPARE STUDENTS FOR 21ST CENTURY CAREERS

- Three interconnected buildings housing chemistry, physics, engineering, mathematics and statistics, and computer science
- Twenty state-of-the-art teaching labs
- Seven media-rich classrooms that foster team-based learning and engaging, problem-based teaching
- Faculty labs that promote innovation and collaboration
- Comfortable meeting spaces for student and faculty interaction

The University of Vermont’s largest-ever capital project will bring a state-of-the-art STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) complex of laboratories, classrooms and research facilities to campus and prepare our students for careers in rewarding, high-growth fields.

OPENING // MAY 2017 Discovery Building // MAY 2019 Innovation Building
A new residence hall for first-year students will be located in the center of the academic campus adjacent to classroom buildings and academic facilities, including the Bailey/Howe Library and the STEM complex.

- 699 beds
- 450-seat dining hall
- Bridge/connector to Bailey/Howe Library
- Seminar rooms to create living/learning environment
- Fitness center
- Location on the Green Mountain Walkway, which traverses campus

Steps from residence halls and the heart of campus, the University of Vermont Colleges of Medicine and Nursing and Health Sciences, and the University of Vermont Medical Center offer easy access to students seeking the opportunity to train at a top ranked academic medical center. A new state-of-the-art inpatient facility will significantly enhance those experiences.

- 128 single-bed rooms
- A model patient and family-centered clinical and educational setting
- High quality healthcare services for students and the community

The UVM Medical Center’s new inpatient facility will enhance training experiences for students interested in health careers.